
This animal sounds exactly like a Dinosaur!  
If God was able to design such an  
amazing animal, then Job knew  

that God could help him too! 
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Job was sick and he didn’t think God 
 could help him. One day God spoke  

to Job and told him how He alone had 
 created a huge animal called Behemoth.  
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Behemoth was the biggest animal that  
God ever created. It was bigger than a  

whale or an elephant and hunters  
couldn’t kill it with a sharp sword.  
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God said that He made its legs to 
 be powerful, with bones as strong 
 as iron, that did not break. People 
 were scared if this mighty animal.  
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He told Job that this 
 enormous animal ate grass,  

just like a cow and it liked to lie  
down under the shade of a tree.  
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He said that it was very big 
 and very strong and that this  
animal He had created was 

 powerful and had a huge body.  
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It had a long thick tail,  
which was also very strong,  
and was just like the thick 
 trunk of a big cedar tree.   
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